Spontaneous coiling of the distal tip of the chemotherapy port
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Abstract
For doing systemic chemotherapy, central venous ports are used to access central veins and internal jugular vein. Installing these devices though can be with complications on the side which cause them function limits. In this text a case is presented in which after installing a complete and intact port, some malfunction was detected in the chemotherapy procedure after several months which leads us to port Malposition which is probably caused by the huge soft tissue of patient’s breast. This can be prevented simply by installing the port primarily in the zone with less soft tissue.
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Introduction
Central venous ports (CVPs) are vascular access devices facilitating central venous access for administration of fluid supplements or systemic chemotherapy (1). CVPs can be implanted into the anterior chest. In the past, surgeons inserted CVPs into the subclavian vein and reported complications such as pneumothorax, hemothorax, pneumohemothorax, thrombosis, and pinch-off syndrome (2). Nowadays, the internal jugular vein is considered a safer place for CVPs insertion (3), but sometimes complications such as dislocation of the end of the CVPs occur, causing failure in the process of treatment (4, 5). We present a case of rare complication after insertion of chest CVP through the internal jugular vein, where some malposition occurred at the distal part of the device, resulting in dysfunction of the device and preventing the treatment to be completed.

Case report
A chemotherapy port was placed for a 44-year-old female under local anesthesia through right internal jugular vein, with the guidance of sonography by passing a guide wire, while performing fluoroscopy. The edge of the catheter was placed in the cavoatrial junction. Everything looked normal and the postoperative CXR showed the tip of the catheter being dwelled in the cavoatrial junction (Fig. 1). A few months later, the patient returned to the hospital due to the dysfunction of the port, and the CXR showed that the tip of the catheter was curled upwards (Fig. 2). Under local anesthesia and through the guidance of the fluoroscopy, the port was moved towards its normal place, resulting in straightening its tip and creating a direct route. In the next follow-ups, the patient had no complications and received her routine chemotherapy.

Discussion
One possible explanation for this phenomenon could be

Fig. 1. The tip of the catheter being dwelled in the cavoatrial junction
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that the repeated to/fro movement of the catheter, due to shifting heavy breast motion, has led to gradual coiling up of its tip and doubling over itself; we assume that shifting the entry site to a lateral or medial location, which is less dependent on the breast mass, can help prevent such a consequence.
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